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Simple Interactions

IV. Social Uses  
Newly developed or existing object interaction skills may become the basis for enhancing interaction with other children. As children develop skills for 

accessing and interacting with objects appropriately, they should be given the opportunity to use them in a continuum of social contexts.

Please check the ONE statement that best describes your child’s skill.

___ A. Mastered: My child can do at least three of these examples or some-
thing similar or demonstrates one example with at least three different sets of
materials. Usually performs this skill independently when given the opportunity.

___ B. Emerging: My child is beginning to understand what needs to be done,
but hasn’t completely mastered the skill yet. S/he can do at least one of the exam-
ples or something similar, but only with one or two sets of materials, and may be
inconsistent.

___ C. Not Present: My child doesn’t seem to understand what needs to be done 
and doesn’t attempt to perform this skill.
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Skills, General Description and Examples

B. Simple Reciprocal Activity

Engages in back and forth play involving 
objects with another child. Actions on object are 
basic and repetitive and are prompted by the 
object rather than the other child.
For example ...
•  On a teeter totter with a friend, child pushes up 

when feet touch the ground.
•  When brother rolls car to child, child rolls it back 

to brother.

Skills, General Description and Examples

A. Uses Objects Alone in Social Contexts

Stays in close proximity to the group while interacting
appropriately with an object that is fitting in this activity.
Object does not need to be the same as others are using
and no interaction with peer is required.
For example ...
•  Climbs slide as other children run around in play area

at restaurant.
•  Turns book pages during story time at library.
•  Rides tricycle in driveway while sister shoots baskets.
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